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Stamping Imperfection Easel Card Sticky Note Holder 

Materials: 

 Rich Razzleberry Card Stock:  cut one at 4-

1/4 x 11”, score at 5-1/2” and at 2-3/4”; cut 

one piece at 4-1/4 x 5-1/2”, one extra large 

oval 

 Sweet Taffy designer paper cut at 4 x 5-1/4” 

 Daffodil Delight 5 x 5” 

 Old Olive 5 x 5”, one piece at 3 x 3” 

 Spiral Flower Originals Die and Big Shot 

 What’s Up? and the Flower Patch stamp sets 

 Flower Flair Framelits 

 Inks:  Old Olive, Tempting Turquois, Rich 

Razzleberry 

 Punches:  Extra Large Oval, Scallop Oval 

Punch and What’s Up! 

 Melon Mambo Cotton Ribbon 

 Whisper White card stock 4 x 4” 

 Rhinestones 

 

 

 

Instructions: 

1. Stamp your sentiments in Rich Razzleberry and Tempting Turquois on Whisper White and 

punch with the scallop oval and What’s Up? Punches.  Layer the scallop oval onto the 

extra large oval.  Tie the melon mambo ribbon around the designer paper and attach the 

sentiments with dimensionals over the right side of the ribbon. 

2. Create your flower by cutting the daffodil delight and old olive with the spiral flower die.  

Roll the yellow spiral and then attach half of the green spiral to create the flower.  Stamp 

the leaves in old olive on old olive and cut out with framelits.  Attach to the designer 

paper as shown in the photo.   

3. Attach the designer paper to the rich razzelberry mat.  Fold the card base and attach the 

bottom only of the decorated mat to the bottom of the folded front of the easel card. 
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4. Loop and attach a piece of the ribbon to the inside back of the card base.  Attach a memo 

pad over the ribbon using double sided sticky tape, leaving a loop for a pen.   

5. Add rhinestones as desired. 
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